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Dr. Beth Stephens, Ph.D.
Artist, professor, author, filmmaker 
Preferred pronoun: tree
Topics: GLBTQI+E, sex life tarot readings, 
orgasm, ecosex, love art

Dr. Papito
French Royalty, trans love artist, activist curator
Topics: Gender play, FluxSex, hard core care music, 
alternative masculinity, ecosex fantasies,  
Chthulu compost love attitude, over/beyond  
gender practices, food porn

Dr. Annie Sprinkle, Ph.D.
Artist, Sexologist, former porn star & whore, 
ecosex educator, author
Topics: Sex life tarot readings, sex in performance art, 
ecosex, everything about orgasm

Talaya Schmid
Artist, Porny Days Film & Art Festival director
Topics: Naughty karma (how to get in touch with your 
inner slut), long term relationships, jealousy & freedom

Kristina Marlen
Sexworker, Tantric dominatrix
Topics: Bondage, advice for kinky newcomers, 
sensual presence, tantric kink, Amazon play,  
sophisticated surrender

Gaiaboi
Erotic fiction writer, ecosexual counselor, 
performance artist, energy worker
Topics: Unconditional love, promiscuity, safer sex,  
HIV, rosebud reiki, health & pleasure for male* bodies, 
queer celibacy

Ona
Nurse, Sexological Bodyworker, Trainer and Coach 
in Matrix Inform, Dominatrix
Topics: Kink, fetish, BDSM, giving energy waves that 
will transform, energy work, sex in performance art

Tschuli Chaikowski
Nurse & Vulva expert
Topics: Wheel of Consent, vulva, clitoris, connecting 
to yourself, cherishing the “no,” finding what you want, 
creating consensual intimacy, vulvalicious magic

Tantric Tessa, M.A.
Earth-lover, Tantrika, performance artist, playwright
Topics: Self-love, feminine empowerment, breath and 
energy orgasms, communication, sacred sex

Dierdre Devine, M.F.A.
Sex worker, performance artist, sex worker rights, 
feminist MF
Topics: Radical celibacy, revolution, aktivist 
humanist ethics

Pixie Pee Magic
Cultural scientist (Dipl. Kuwi), professional tantric 
dominatrix (Dominastudio Lux Berlin), trained tantra-
masseur (Diamond Lotus, Berlin), author
Topics: The fusion of Tantra and BDSM, 
erotic massage, writing about sex

Jake Winchester
Sexual alchemist, open-minded, open-hearted
Topics: Sex magic, sexual alchemy, sex and psychedelics, 
sex with extra-dimensional beings, sex as an altered state 
of consciousness, alternative and new masculinities
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